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ABSTRACT 

The electromagnetic levitation of a solid rnetallic toms has been investigated using 

'wlh experiments and anaiysis. The investigation was primariiy focused on bulk scgbiiity 

and the magnetic pressure distribution on the toroidal surface. Three different induction 

coi1 designs were studied: a two-loop design, a reverse-loop design, and a basket design. 

The two-loop design did not exhibit buik stability. The reverse-loop design was 

s h o w  to exhibit bulk stability, however the magnetic pressure distribution on the surface 

of the toms is inadequate for levitating large amounts of molten metal. Stable levitation 

could not be achieved during expehents with the basket design, due to output voltage 

limitations of the available power supply. The aualysis of the basket design showed that 

it should exhibit bulk stability if properly energized, and that the magnetic pressure 

distribution is adequate for levitating large arnounts of molten metai. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FNTRODUCTION 

1.1 Basic Principle 

When a rnetallic object is placed above an energized induction coil, the tirne-varying 

magnetic field generated by the coi1 induces eddy-currents in the object. The interaction 

between the induced currents and the applied magnetic field produces an electrornagnetic 

force, called the Lorentz force. The Lorentz force can be used to balance the weight of the 

object and levitate it. This is the principle of electrornagnetic levitation. in addition, the 

induced currents generate heat in the object, which may be sunicient to melt it. This process 

is called levitation melting. 

1.2 Advantage of Levitation Melting 

The levitation melting process is a well-established technique used in chernical and 

physical metallurgy. It has one main advantage over the traditional process of crucible 

melting. In levitation melting, the molten metal does not corne into contact with a crucible 

wail. This reduces the amount of contamination. The levitation melting process is 

advantageous in the manufacture of equipment which require ultra-pure andtor highly 

reactive metals. Levitation melting is also used to measure surface tension and viscosity of 

liquid metals and ailoys. 

1.3 Levitation of a Metaiiic Sphere 

Levitation meiting of a metallic sphencal load is a typical process that has been 

achieved many times. A typical induction coi1 for sphere-levitation is shown in Figure 1-1. 

A bnef description of this systern will provide an introduction to the physics of 

electromagnetic levitation. 

The induction coil is a helical conductor that carries an alternathg cment. The cment 

is generated by a hi&-frequency power supply, and the excitation fkquency f is typically 

between 10 lcHz and 100 kHz. The coil may be approximated by a number of coaxial loops 

comected in series. The curent in each loop cm be expressed as a vector usiag phasor 

notation: 



I, = fiadNi (1.1) 

where Io is the magnitude of the current phasor (Amperes), j is the imaginary number f i  , a, 
is the angular frequency of the current (radians per second), t is time (seconds), and is the 

angular unit vector in the cylindrical coordinate system. The coil can be divided into two 

subsections. The lower set of loops is cailed the lifting coil, as it provides most of the lifting 

force. The upper set of loops is called the stabilizing coil, because it provides stability and 

prevents the load from moving in the horizontal direction. The hvo sets are generally wound 

such that their currents flow in opposite directions. 

Lcvitated moltcn 

Figure 1 - 1, Spherical Levitation Device, 

nom Sneyd et al.[l] 

The current-loops of the coil generate a the-varying magnetic field that is essentially 

axisyrnrnetric. This is specified by the appîied magnetic flux density vector B.. The 

magnetic flux density is measured in Webers per square meter. For a circular loop carrying a 

current Ia B. can be determuied at any point q in the r-z plane using the Biot-Savart formula: 



This formula is a line-inteption evaluated on the closed path C of the loop, as shown in 

Figure 1-2. is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum (4ml0-'H/m), d is the elemental 

length of the conductor, r, is the distance between the point q and dl, and îq is the unit vector 

pointing ûom di to q. The rotai appiieci magnetic fieid produced 'by ail ioops in the coi1 can 

be determined ushg the principle of superposition. 

Ic 

Figure 1-2, Magnetic field produced by a current-carrying loop 

The sphencal load is situated inside the coil. The load is assumed to be nomagnetic, 

meaning that the magnetic permeability of the material p is the same as that of a vacuum. 

The electrical conductivity oand the density p are assumed to be constants. The t he -  

varying magnetic field induces eddy-currents in the load. These generaliy travel in the $ 
direction, and are specified by the currentilensity vector J. The current density has the units 

of Arnperes per square meter. The eddy-currents also create a magnetic field. The total 

magnetic field B is a superposition of the magnetic fields produced by both the coil currents 

and the eddy-cments. 

The Lorentz force fL is generated as a result of the cross-product of the eddy-currents 

and the applied magnetic flux density. The Lorentz force is measured in ~ / r n ~ ,  and gives the 



force acting on an elementai volume dv of the load. Both J and B. oscillate with an angular 

kequency o. As a resuit, the Lorentz force wiil  have both a steady component and an 

oxillating component with a .  angular frequency of 2m. At high kequencies, the osciliating 

component is negligible, since the response to the cyclicai force is lirnited b y the inertia of the 

load. The expression for the steady component of the Lorentz force is: 

where Ba* is the complex conjugate of B.. The bulk electromagnetic force Fb is obtained by 

integrating the Lorentz force over the entire volume of the load T. 

Levitaion may occur when the bulk electromagnetic force is equal and opposite to the weight 

of the load, or when: 

where m is the mass of the sphere (kg) and g is the acceleration of gravity (9.8 1 mls2). 

At hi& frequencies, the induced eddy-cunents are confined to a region close to the 

surface of the load. The penetration depth 6 is a parameter used to approximate the depth of 

this region. 

As Figure 1 - 1 illustrates, the penetration depth is typically much smdler than the 

characteristic dimension of the load. Beneath the penetration depth, the magnetic field and 

current-density are practicaily zero. This phenornenon is sometimes called buk 

diamagnetism, as eddy-currents on the sunace generate a magnetic field that cancels out the 

applied magnetic field within the sphere. The load is essentidy supporteci by a magnetic 

pressure distribution acting on the d a c e .  The time-averaged magnetic pressure PM, 

measured in Wm2, is given by: 

where B, is the peak value of the component of B tangentid to the surface. 



The eddy-currents generate heat in the load, which may be sunicient to melt it. Once 

the load is in the molten state, the surface is fÏee to adjust according to the pressures acting 

upon it. At every point on the surface, there exists a hydmstatic pressure due to the weight of 

the Liquid metal. The magnetic pressure PM must balance the hydrostatic pressure at al1 points 

if the molten metal is to be properly contained. Figure 1-3 shows the cross-section of the 

sphencal load, assumed to be in the molten state. The location of a point on the surface is 

specified by the angle 8. The magnetic pressure distribution that balances the hydrostatic 

pressure distribution is given by the equation: 

where p is the density of the molten metal (kg/m3), g is the acceleration of gravity, and r, is 

the radius of the sphere (m). 

One major problem with this levitation system is that the magnetic pressure distribution 

does not match the distribution of Equation 1.8. Figure 1-1 indicates a sketch of the magnetic 

field. At the highest and lowest point on the surface of the load, both the tangentid magnetic 

field and the magnetic pressure are zero. The hydrostatic pressure is greatest at the lowest 

point and there is no magnetic pressure to balance it. Therefore, when the load melts, the 

molten metal tends to leak out through the bottom. This is called a 'magnetic hole'. The 

rnolten load assumes a distorted 'top' shape as a result of the inadequate pressure distribution. 

It is only the surface tension that can prevent leakage fkom occurring. For this reason, the 

mass of molten metal that can be suspended with this configuration is limited to amund 100 

Figure 1-3, Pressure Distriiution on a Molten Sphere 



1.4 Levitation of a Metallic Toms 

In this thesis, the levitation of a metaiiic t o m  was studied (Figure 1-4). The motivation 

for studying this systern is to increase the amount of molten metal that can be levitated for 

metallurgical purposes. It was previously stated that the typical spherical levitation device 

cannot apply a magnetic pressure at the lowest point on the load. Therefore it depends on 

surface tension to prevent molten rnetal fiom leaking out. The toroidal geometry has an 

advantage over the spherical geometry. The t o m  does not have any matenal Iocated on the 

axis of symmetry. It is therefore possible to design an induction coil, using a suitable 

arrangement of axisymmetric current-loops, such that no magnetic hole exists on the bottom 

surface of the load. Such a system wouid have no dependence on surface tension, and would 

be capable of levitating a greater mass of molten metal. 

Coi1 
Conductors 

Figure 1-4, Toroidal Levitaîion System 

1.5 Fundamental System Requirements 

It was previously stated that levitation may occur when the bdk electromagnetic force 

balances the force of gravity acting on the load. When this is me, the load is in a state of 

equilibrium, as there is no net force acting upon it However, this is not the oniy necessary 

condition for levitation. Sagardia [2] stated that there are three fundamental requirements that 



must be satisfied for any levitation melting process to be successful. These requirements deal 

with bulk stability, surface stability and pressure distribution. 

Bulk stability re fers to the ability to keep the load, as a whole, levitating at a fked 

equilibrium position. If the load is displaced fkom the equilibrium position, the system m u t  

restore the load back to the equilibnum position. It is necessary to have bulk stability to 

ensure that the molten load does not deform or break apart. 

The surface stability refm to the system's ability to keep the surface of the molten load 

smooth and free from ripples. If a npple f o m  on the surface, it is desired that the ripple 

should gradually disappear over time. If the npple grows in amplitude, it could lead to a large 

distortion of the molten shape, possibly causing the load to break apart. 

The magnetic pressure distribution m u t  balance the hydrostatic pressure distribution on 

the surface to contain the molten metal. As previously mentioned, the typical spherical 

levitation device does not apply an appropriate pressure distribution on the surface of the 

sphere, and the system depends on surface tension to prevent molten metal fiom leaking out. 

1.6 Thesis Objective 

The primary objective of this thesis was to investigate the bulk stability of several 

toroidal levitation designs using both experiments and theoretical analysis. The experimental 

work was restricted to levitation of a solid load. This restriction simplifies the problem of 

levitation, as the requkements of pressure distribution and surface stability can be 

overlooked. Achieving bulk-stable levitation of a solid toms was considered to be the hrst 

step in developing a successful toroidal levitation melting system. Additional analytical work 

was done to d e t e d e  magnetic pressure distriiutions and predict the cross-sectional tlow 

pattern that would develop in the molten toms. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVEW 

There have been numerous papers published on the subject of sphencal levitation, as 

this is the most comrnon levitation system. Fewer references exist on the subject of levitation 

of a toms. However, much of the information on spherical levitation cm be helpful in the 

study of toroidal levitation, so these references have been included in the literaîure review. 

2.1 Levitation of Spherical Loads 

The technique of electromagnetic levitation was fust investigated in detail by Olaess et 

al. [3]. The electrornagnetic levitation melting of spherical loads was studied. They 

developed equations for the l i h g  force acting on a solid sphere in the presence of two 

coaxial current-loops. The current distribution in the sphere was modeled as an equivalent 

current-loop. The equations were verified through experiments. Levitation experiments were 

also performed using an induction coil similar to that of Figure 1 - 1. A number of di fferent 

materials were successfulIy levitated in the solid state, including Copper, Aluminurn, and 

Molybdenum. In one of several experiments, stable levitation of 21.5 g of molten Alurninum 

was achieved. 

Peifer [4] discussed the state-of-the-art of levitation melting as of 1965. He stated the 

advantages and disadvantages of the technique. He summarized the work done regarding 

levitation forces, stability, induction coil design, temperature control and other aspects of 

levitation rnelting. He also gave a list of elements that have been successfuliy rnelted using 

the technique. 

Gagnoud et al. [5] modeled the coupled aspects of the magnetic field and the fiee shape 

of the levitating molten load. The surface of the load was discretized into a number of 

coaxial rings. The currents in the rings were detemhed by solving for the magnetic vector 

potential. An iterative, variational method was used to determine the shape of the molten 

load. 

Some studies have looked at the thermal and fluid dynamical aspects of levitation 

melting. El-Kaddah et al. [6] studied the levitation of a molten metd dmplet. The coupled- 

circuits method was used to calculate the eddy-current distribution in the droplet, as weli as 



the bu& levitation force and power absorbed. The turbulent Navier-Stokes equations were 

solved n&cally to determine the fluid flow field and temperature distribution in the 

droplet. Mestel [7] also solved for the fluid flow field inside a molten levitating sphere. A 

perturbation d y s i s  was done in order to determine the shape of the molten load. 

Several papers have discussed the issue of surface stability in levitating molten metal. 

Harris et al. [8] perfomed levitation experiments on molten Sodium immersed in an inert and 

transparent oil. The purpose was to ident@ mechanisms that may limit the amount of liquid 

metal that can be stably levitated. A wide range of excitation fiequemies (between 100 Hz 

and 100 IcHz) were used. Ripples were observed on the surface of the load during a rnajority 

of the experiments. It was stated that the ripples did not grow to a state of instability, 

possibly because the inert oil provided some damping against such behavior. It was observed 

that as the excitation fkequency was increased, the wavelength and fkequency of the surface 

ripples increased, while the ampli tude decreased. 

Sagardia [2] stated the three requirements that must be satisfied for a levitation system 

to be successful. The subject of surface stability was studied. It was detemined that a single 

induction coil was not sufEcient for providing absolute surface stability. Sagardia also 

developed a levitation device capable of suspending large spherical loads. The levitation 

device consisted of three independent coils, each coil having an individual power supply and 

fiequency. The levitation melting of spherical Aluminum loads between 0.5 and 1.5 kg was 

ac hieved. 

Krishnan et al. [9] perforrned levitation experiments on small metaliic droplets. It was 

observed that the molten droplets experienced axisymmetric oscillations and rotations during 

the levitation process. An attempt was made to explain this dynamic behavior. Such 

oscillations are not aiways undesirable. In fact, this behavior can be used to calculate the 

surface tension of rnolten metals. This is c d e d  the levitated droplet method. If the droplet 

has a mass m, and oscillates at a fkequency of a, the surface tension y is given by the formula: 

Nurnerous papers have discussed the levitated droplet method. ln particular, Kasama[lO] 

used the rnethod to measure the d a c e  tension of liquid Iron and hn-Oxygen alloys. 



Chung[l l] used the method to study the effect of oxygen on the surface tension of liquid 

Chromium. Levitation rnelting has been used to meamre other high-temperature 

themophysical properties. Mills et al. [12] discussed the use of the levitating droplet 

technique for determining density and enthalpy of fusion of liquid metals and alloys. 

There are several studies regarding bulk stability of levitation systems. Brisley et al. 

[13] developed expressions for the vertical force acting on a solid sphere in the presence of 

several axisymmetric current-loops. The analysis assumed that the induction coil was 

current-driven, meaning that the peak current flowing through the induction coil was fixed. 

Analfical expressions for the levitation force were derived in terms of Legendre 

Polynomids. A curve was piotted to illustrate the nature of the levitation force as a function 

of levitation height. The dope of the force c w e  was used to explain the bulk stability of the 

system. 

Hatch [14] described the bulk stability of a levitation system in terms of a potential well. 

The force acting on a conducting sphere was derived as the negative gradient of a scalar 

electromagnetic potential function. He also stated that the AC magnetic levitation of a 

nonmagnetic body was similar to DC levitation of a non-magnetic superconducting body. In 

both cases, the levitating force relies on the bulk diamagnetism of the levitating body. The 

potential well description was applied to several levitation systems consisting of two-loop 

induction coils. 

Holmes [15] developed a simpiified method for detemiinhg levitation force and 

analyzing the bulk stability of levitation systems. The sphere was treated as an equivalent 

magnetic dipole moment. It was shown that magnetic matenals (having p >> k)  cannot be 

levitated stably. The bulk stability of single and muiti-loop induction coils was analyzed with 

respect to vertical and horizontal displacements. 

Essmann et al. [16] observed bulk-stability problems during the electromagnetic 

levitation of metal specimens. The initial goal was to decarburize and degas a Niobium 

sphere. The problems encountered were two-fold: 1) movements of the load's center of 

gravity, and 2) rotations of the load. The movements of the center of gravity were caused by 

modulations of the applied voltage. The stability was impmved by m o d i m g  the power 

supply so that the modulations were reduced A superimposed DC magnetic field was used to 



reduce the load rotation. It was observed that the rotation speed of the Ioad was reduced to 

approximately one revolution per second. 

Zhevnyak et al. [17] analyzed the effects of the structural dimensions of the induction 

coil on the bulk stability of a levitating sphere. The study was limited to single-loop and two- 

loop coils. It was assumed that the dimensions of the load were much smaller than the 

characteristic dimensions of the induction coil. It was s h o w  that a single-loop coil must 

levitate the load within a very small range of space to achieve bullc stability. The upper limit 

on levitation height was due to lack of horizontal bulk stability, while the lower limit was due 

to lack of vertical bulk stability. This explains why stable levitation with a single-loop coil is 

dificult, if not impossible to achieve in practice. 

2.2 Levitation of Cylindricai Loads 

The levitation of a conducting cylinder has some similarity with the toroidal levitation 

system. This system has been studied by Piggott et al. [18]. The apparatus consistai of a 

long conducting cylinder placed above two parallel conducton canying equal and opposite 

currents. Analytical expressions were developed for the levitation force, torque and power 

dissipation in the cylinder. An Aluminum cylinder 18 cm long and 2 cm in diameter was 

stably levitated. 

Sneyd et al. [l] analyzed a levitation system consisting of an infinite cylinder levitated 

by two parallel conductors carrying equal currents in the same direction. This cylinder was 

conceived to be a section of a toms, having a mean radius r, much larger than the cross- 

sectional radius r&. The equations for vertical and horizontal forces acting on the cylinder 

were developed using the method of image-cunents. The force equations were used to 

determine the necessary conditions for vertical equilibrium, vertical bu&-stability and 

horizontal bulk-stability. The fluid flow field and the cross-sectional shape of the molten load 

were also determined. 

23 Levitation of Toroidal Loads 

Vutsens [19] proposed a levitation system to overcome the problems associated with the 

magnetic hole of the typical sphericd levitation system. The induction coi1 for this system 



consisted of a number of coaxial loops, plus a current-carrying rod placed on the axis of 

symrnetry (Figure 2-1). Experirnents were performed using a Sodium load b e r s e d  in 

transparent oil. Stable levitation of the molten load was achieved. The load assurned the 

shape of a solid of rotation, topologicaüy similar to a torus. 

Figure 2- 1, Induction coil used by Vutsens [19] 

In a subsequent paper [20], Vutsens analyzed the electrornagnetic field problem of a 

conducting torus fieely levitating above a current-carrying loop. The analysis assumed that 

the excitation fiequency is so high that the load behaves like a perfect conductor. Closed- 

form solutions were denved for induced curent and pressure distribution on the surface of 

the torus, as well as the bu& levitation force. 

Bendzsak [21] descnbed an algorithm for designhg an induction coil for a levitation 

system. The goal was to determine a coil design that would produce an electromagnetic 

pressure distribution to balance the hydrostatic pressure distribution on the surface of a 

levitating load. The algorithm was applied to the design of a tomidal levitation system. The 

pressure distribution on the surface of a torus was calculated using the anaiytical expressions 

fiom [20]. For the h a I  coil design, the pressure distriiution was shown to match the 

hydrostatic pressure distribution very closely. 



CEAP'IER 3 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the theoretical aspects of the levitation of a solid t o m  are discussed. 

There are essentially two systems to be examined: the electromagnetic system and the 

mechanical system. The electromagnetic system can be descnbed in part using an equivalent 

electric circuit. However, a more accurate description of the electromagnetic system requires 

the evaluation of the induced current density in the load and the magnetic flux density vector. 

The interaction between induced current and magnetic field gives nse to electromagnetic 

forces acting on the load. n ie  mechanical system describes how the load will respond to the 

electromagnetic and gravitational forces acting upon it. 

3.2 Theory of Induction 

At the heart of electromagnetic levitation is the principle of induction. When an open- 

circuited, conducting loop is in the presence of a Ume-varying magnetic field, a voltage V will 

be generated between the two terminais (Figure 3-1). According to Faraday's Law, this 

induced voltage is proportional to the rate of change of the total magnetic flux y, passing 

through the loop. 

The total magnetic flw, measured in Webers, is obtained by integrating the magnetic flux 

density vector B over the entire area S inside the loop. 

ii is the unit vector normal to the elernental surface area dS. If the loop is short circuited, the 

induced voltage wilI generate a current. The cment will tend to flow in a direction that 

creates opposition to the changing magnetic field that produced it. This effect is known as 

Lenz's Law. 



Figure 3- 1, Faraday's Law 

The principle of induction is essential in AC electrical systems. The self inductance and 

mutual inductance are two quantities that are generally used to mode1 such systems. Both 

quantities are rneasured in Henrys. Consider a single filament loop, carrying a constant 

current I as s h o w  in Figure 3-2. The magnetic field lines produced by the current form 

closed loops that pass through, or 'link' the current-loop. The number of flux linkages is 

equd to the total magnetic flux (v, passing through the loop. The self inductance L is delhed 

as the ratio of total magnetic flux linkage to the current in the loop. 

Figure 3-2, Self inductance of a single loop 



The closed-form expression for the self inductance of a circular filament loop is given in the 

Appendix. When a time-varying current flows through the loop, the induced voltage between 

the two terminais of the loop is: 

In AC problems, both V and I are sinusoidal functions of tune. It is therefore convenient to 

use the phasors V and 1. In phasor notation, Equation 3.4 can be rewritten as: 

The mutual inductance is a measure of the extent of flux-Mage between two adjacent 

loops. Consider the two coplanar loops shown in Figure 3-3. 

Figure 3-3, Mutuai inductance between two loops 

Loop 2 

Loop 1 

If Loop 1 carries a current Il, a portion of the magnetic flux generated by the current will Link 

Loop 2. This is sometimes c d e d  a magnetic coupling, or a coupled circuit. The mutual 

inductance between loops 1 and 2 is defined as the ratio of magnetic flux linkage through 

Loop 2 to the current flowing in Loop 1. 



Expressions for the mutual inductance are listed in the Appenduc. The voltage V2 induced in 

Loop 2 due to the current Il flowing in Loop 1 is: 

V, = j M , , I ,  (3 *7) 

The mutuai inductance is strongly dependent on the separation height and orientation of 

the two loops. For example, the mutual inductance between two coaxial loops is plotted as a 

function of separation height h in Figure 3-4. Both loops are assumed to have a radius of 10 

cm. 

Figure 3-4, Plot of mutual inductance vs. height 

for two coaxial loops 

As the separation height increases, the amount of flux linking the two loops decreases. Since 

the mutual inductance is a measure of the arnount of flux linkage, it also decreases with 

increasing separation height. 

3.3 The Electric Circuit 

A simplified electric circuit diagram of the levitation system is shown in Figure 3-5. 

The circuit consists of the power supply, the induction coil, and the toms. The resistances in 

the circuit are assumed to be negligible for the sake of simplicity. The power supply is 

assumed to apply an dtemating voltage signal at a constant fiequency. This is called a 

voltage-driven system, because the peak voltage cm be kept at a constant value. The 

induction coil cm be approximated using a number of axisymmetric curent-loops. The self 

inductance of the coil Lc cm be detennined using the formula: 



where rn is the total number of loops in the induction coil. When i=k, Mii is the self- 

inductance Li of the ith loop. 

1 

Power Supply Indu; tion 
Coi1 

Figure 3-5, Electric Circuit 

The torus is located directly above the induction coil. In the simplest analytical terms, 

the toms is a conducting loop. As such, it can be modeled as a closed circuit carrying a single 

curent IT. The torus has a self inductance Lr. The magnetic field produced by the coil l inks 

the tom, creating a magnetic coupiing. The extent of this coupling c m  be represented by a 

mutual inductance Mer. Equations for the currents IT and Ic can be written using Kirchoff s 

Voltage Law: 

where L, is the equivaient self inductance of the circuit as perceived by the power supply. 

As Figure 3-4 illustrates, the mutuai inductance between two coupled loops is affected by 



changes in the position of one loop with respect to the other. It is reasonable to assume that 

Mm will depend on the position of the levitating load with respect to the coil. Since the 

currents flowing in the load and the coil are dependent on the mutual inductance, they too are 

afEected by changes in position of the load. 

3.4 Induced Current Distribution 

In the electric circuit model, a single variable Ir represents the induced current flowing 

in the load. In order to perform a more accurate analysis, it is necessary to consider the 

distribution of the induced currents in the load. Several methods may be used to solve this 

magnetic problem. An analytical rnethod was developed by Vutsens [ZO]. His analysis 

assumed that the excitation frequency was sufnciently high so that the t o m  couid be 

considered as a perfect conductor. In this case, the magnetic field does not penetrate beneath 

the surface of the toms. On the surface, only the tangentid component of the magnetic field 

exists. The problem was solved in tems of the magnetic vector potential A. This is related 

to the magnetic flux density vector through the equation: 

V x A = B  (3.11) 

Because the problem is axisymrnetric, only the ) component of A (A4) exists. The 

solution to the magnetic problem reduces to the solution of the Laplace equation for Ad: 

with the boundary condition A#= O on the surface of the tow.  The rnethod allows one to 

calculate both the surface current density and the magnetic flux density on the surface of the 

load. However, the resulting expressions are rnathematically ngorous, and it was decided not 

to use them for this thesis. 

As an alternative to this approach, the coupled-circuits method was used to determine 

the induced current distribution in the load. The essence of this method is that the Ioad and 

the coil can be represented by a number of conducting loop elements. The coupled-circuits 

representation of the toroidal levitation systern is shown in Figure 3-6. The induction coil is 

modeled using m loop elements, and the d a c e  of the load is modeled using n loop elements. 

The entire system consists ofp elements, wherep = mtn. The index numbers 1 through m 

represent the coil elements, while the numbers mi-l h u g h p  represent the load elements. 



Load, 
n loop elements 

Induction coiI, 
m loops 

Figure 3-6, Coupledtircuits model 

The load elements are located on the surface of the toms, since at high eequencies, the 

induced currents flow in a region very close to the surface. The thickness of this region is 

approxirnately equal to the electromagnetic penetration depth G, where 

For the experiments in this thesis, the penetration depth was approximately 0.06 cm. This is 

based on an excitation fiequency of 15 kHz, a magnetic permeability of &= 4rr x 10-~ Wm, 

and the conductivity of AlUminum at room temperature cr= 3.8 x 107 (m)? The cross- 

sectional diameter of the load elements was set to 6 in order to rnodel the current-canyîng 

region accurately. 

An equivalent circuit can be drawn for each of thep elements. Each element has a 

resistance Ri, and a self-inductance Li. Each element is mutually coupled to aii other elements 

in the model, with the mutual inductance between elements i and k denoted by M&. There 

may be a voltage f i  applied to the element, and a current 4 flowing through the element. 

Employing Kirchoff ç Voltage Law, the equation for the ith element is: 



By definition, when i = k, Miirepresents the self-inductance Li. A set o fp  linear equations of 

this form can be Witten. In mat* fom, the set of equations becomes: 

{ V) is the CO lumn vector representing the app lied voltage to each element. [RI is the 

resistance matrix. [Ml is the inductance matrix, containing the self and mutual inductances. 

(0 is the column vector representing the curent flowing through each element. In this thesis, 

it was assurned that al1 resistance ternis in the mode1 are zero. in reality, the resistance terms 

are not zero, since a çignificant amount of heat is generated due to power dissipation in the 

load. However, the zero-resistance assumption simplifies Equation 3.1 5 to the form: 

{V) = J ~ M ]  {O (3.16) 

The problem of determining the current distribution in the load reduces to hding the solution 

for { I )  in Equation 3.16. This can be done using any computer program capable of matrix- 

manipulation. Additional details regarding the use of the coupled-circuits method are given 

in the Appendix. 

A computer program was written to implement the coupled-circuits method for the 

toroidal levitation system. The program was tested against Vutsens' analysis by solving a 

cornmon example problem, illustrated in Figure 3-7. The problem consists of a toms freely 

levitating above a current-carrying loop . 

current loop 7 
Figure 3-7, Example Problem 



The loop carries a peak current of 1000 A. The toms is assumed to be levitating 1.5 cm 

above the loop. In Vutsen's model, the current flows on the surface of the t o m  only, and the 

curent distribution is described by the r.m.s. surface current density j (measured in Arnperes 

per meter). 

For the coupled-circuits method, the individual currents in the load elements were 

converted into values for nirface current density by dividing the current by the cross-sectional 

diameter of the element. 

4 j = - for i = m+l..p 
6 

(3.17) 

Dividing this result by gives the r.m.s. value. The surface current distributions obtained 

using Vutsens' method and the coupled-circuits method are shown in Figure 3-8. It is clear 

that the coupled-circuits method and the anaiytical method used by Vutsens produce very 

similar resdts. 

- Vutsens' method 

- Coupled-circuits 
method 

Figure 3-8, Plot of surface c m t  density, 

as determined by Vutsens' method and the coupled circuits method 



3.5 Magnetic Flux Density 

The magnetic flux density can be calculated at any point once the currents in al1 

elements have been determined. At any point (rj) in the axisymmetric cylindrical co- 

ordinate system, B has two components; an axial component B, and a radial component Br. 

Expressions for Bz and Br due to a single current-carrying loop are given in the Appendix. 

The total B field produced by al1 elements in the mode1 c m  be found using the p ~ c i p l e  of 

superposition. A convenient way of visualizing the magnetic field is to plot the streamhes 

of B. This is usefil for identifyuig magnetic holes on the surface of the load. Regions where 

the strearnlines are not tangential to the surface indicate places where the tangential magnetic 

field, and therefore, the magnetic pressure are zero. 

In the axisymmetric-cyihdrical coordinate system, the magnetic field strearnlines are 

defined by the expression: 

r -A, = cons?. (3.18) 

The expression for A, due to a single loop is also listed in the Appendix. The total value of 

A ,  at any point can be determined using superposition. Thus, a streamline plot can be 

generated by plotting the contour h e s  of the function f = (rA+) in the r-z plane. 

3.6 Electromagnetic Force 

When the curent distribution and magnetic field are determined, the next step is to 

solve for the bulk electrornagnetic forces acting on the load. Consider one of the n elements 

representing the surface of the load. The Lorentz force equation c m  be used to h d  the forces 

acting on the elernent, carrying a current I in the presence of an appîied magnetic field Ba. It 

should be rernernbered that Ba is the magnetic field produced by the currents in the coil loops 

only. The tirne-averaged force acting on an idhitesimai length dl of the element is: 

dl?, = $Re@ x B,*)dl (3.29) 

If the load is coaxial with the coil, then the system is axisymmetric. The current vector 1 has 

a single component The magnetic field has a radial component Bra and an axial 

component B,. This results in two components of force: 

dF#+ = t Re(I,B, *)dl (3 -20) 



The vertical force acting on a loop element of radius r, is found by integrating Equation 3.2 1 

completely around the loop: 

The b d k  Lifting force acting on the load is found by s h g  the lifting forces acting on al1 n 

elements in the load. 

When the load is not displaced fiom the center, the net radial force is zero due to 

symmetry. When the load is displaced horizontally by a distance d, the net radial force can be 

determined by integrating Equation 3.20 cornpletely around the loop: 

i, is the unit vector poinîing fiom the centre of the loop to the point of integration, and d is 

the unit vector pointing in the direction of the horizontal displacement. The left-endpoint- 

e s h a t e  (from Salas et al.[22]) was used to numerically calculate this integral. The bullc 

radial force can be found by sumrning the radial forces acting on al1 n elements of the load. 

In addition, the load may experience a torque about one or more axes. However, only the 

bulk vertical and radial forces were considered in this thesis. 

3.7 Mechanical System 

The mechanical system is the other part of the levitation system that must be examined. 

The motion of the load is govemed by the gravitational and electromagnetic forces acting 

upon it. Two types of motion were examined in this thesis: vertical displacement, illustrated 

in Figure 3-9, and horizontal displacement in Figure 3- 1 0. 



Figure 3-9, Vertical Displacernent 

Figure 3- 10, Horizontal Displacement 

The load has two vertical forces acting upon it. The gravitational force is a constant 

downward force, given by the equation: 

F, = -mg2 (3 .26) 

The electromagnetic lifting force Fz is generally positive, and varies depending on the 

levitation height h. When F, is equal and opposite to the force of gravity, the Ioad is in a state 

of equilibrium. The height at which this balance occurs is called the equilibrium height h,. 

The term 'bulk stability' is used to explain whether or not the load cm be maintaineci at the 

equilibnum height. If the load is pushed slightiy towards the coil, FI must i n ~ e a ~ e ,  tending 

to push the load back to equilibrium. On the other hand, if the load is raised slightly above 

the equilibrium height, F; must decrease, allowing the load to fd back to equilibrium. In 

mathematical tenns, this means that the dope of the vertical electromagnetic force cuve  must 

be negative in the region near the equilinum position. 



If the slope of the force curve is negative, then the levitation system has vertical bulk 

stability. If the dope is zero or positive, then the levitation system does not have vertical bulk 

stability . 
A similar statement can be made regardine horizontal displacement. ln the horizontal 

direction, only the horizontal electromagnetic force Fr acts on the load. This force is 

generally a function of the radial displacement d £kom the axis of symmetry. When the load 

is in the center of the coi1 (d = O), there is no net radiai force due to symmetry, and the load is 

in equilibrium. However when the load is displaced in the horizontal direction, Fr must 

become negative, tending to push the load back to the center. This can be stated in ternis of 

the dope of the horizontal force curve. 

If the force curve has a negative slope in the region near the center, the levitation system has 

horizontal bulk stability. Otherwise, the system does not have horizontal bulk stability. 

Figure 3-1 1, Example plot of vertical force curve 

Information regarding the bdk  stability of a levitation system can be obtained by 

plotting the force curves as a function of load displacement. Consida the vertical force curve 

shown in Figure 3-1 1. The dashed horizontal line indicates the weight of the load. The 

vertical force balances the weight at two different heights hi and h2, but only one of these 



represents a point of stable equilibtium. Since the slope of the force curve is positive in the 

region near hi, this is a point where the levitation system is unstable. However, the slope is 

negative in the region near h2, indicating that the system has vertical buk stability at this 

point. 

I f  the system has both vertical and horizontal buIk stability, and the load is initially 

displaced from the equilibrium position, the load will tend to oscillate about the equilibrium 

position. The motion of the load is govemed by Newton's second law of motion F = ma, 

where F is the net force acting on the load, rn is the mass of the load, and a is the acceleration 

of the load. An equation of this type can be written for both the vertical and horizontal 

directions. 

Fr ( d )  = md (3.30) 

FI and Fr are generdy nonlinear functions. However, for mal1 displacements about the 

equilibrium position, the vertical and horizontal forces may be approximated using a first- 

order Taylor expansion. 

where 

The Iinear differential equations of motion become: 

It can be shown (see Kittel et ai. [23]) that the solutions for these differential equations are of 

the form: 



where 

The constants A, and A, are the amplitudes of oscillation in the vertical and horizontal 

directions respectively. These are determined by the initial displacements h, and do kom the 

equilibrium position. 

The linearization of the force curves is only valid for small displacements about the 

equilibrium position. If large displacements occur, the higher order tems of the force curves 

must be considered. In this case, the differential equatioos of motion may be solved ushg the 

Runge-Kutta method or other numerical methods. 

In al1 analyses, the induction coi1 was assumed to be energized by a 15 kHz signal, with 

a peak voltage of 200 V. The exact voltage was not recorded for each experiment. However, 

in much of the analyticai work, the emphasis was placed on studying bulk stability. This is 

largely dependent on the slope or shape of the force curves, rather than the actual magnitude 

of the forces. It can be shown that the force acting on the levitating load is proportional to the 

square of the applied voltage. Therefore, despite the fact that the magnitudes of the forces are 

not necessarily identical to those from the experiment, the basic features of the force curves 

are accurate. 



CEAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 

4.1 Apparatus 

A schernatic diagram of the experirnental apparatus is shown in Figure 4-1. The 

apparatus consisted of four main cornponents: the power supply, the auto-transformer, the 

induction coil and the Ioad. 

Voltage Conirol 
& 

0)- i g Capacitor Switch 

m 
T m -  Ratio Load 
Switch 1 

Auto- 
4 Transformer 

O 
a 

Figure 4-1, Diagram of Apparatus 

A solid-state inverter was used as the power supply. The inverter perfoms two major 

functions: rectification and inversion. First, the inverter converts the three-phase AC voltage 

into a DC voltage, Y'. Second, the inverter converts the DC voltage into a sinusoida1 output 

voltage V, having an angular fkequency m. The voltage can be adjusted using the voltage 

control knob. The inverter used was a Radyne Type 20TQ50. It had a ma>amurn output 

voltage of 1000 V r.m.s., and a maximum fiequency of 50 kHz. 

The autotransformer is a device that reduces the output voltage in exchange for an 

increased output current to the induction coil. A circuit diagram of the autotransfomer is 

shown in Figure 4-2. The autotransformer has a primary winding with Ni tums, and a 



secondary winding with Nz hirns. The tums-ratio n (Ni/N2) can be manually adjusted ushg 

the tums-ratio switch. 

Source 

Figure 4-2, Circuit Diagram of Autotransformer 

For an ideal autotransformer (from [nirin [24]), the relations between input and output 

voltage and current are: 

1, = (1 + n)I, (4.2) 

If a load 2, is connected to the output of the autotransformer, the equivalent impedance as 

seen by the power supply is: 

2, =(l+ n)'Z, (4.3) 

The output of the autotransformer is connected to the two input terminais of the 

induction coil. The induction coils used in experiments were made using '/*" or 3/1," insulated 

Copper tubing. Water is pumped through the induction coil to prevent overheating. The load 

is placed directly on top of the induction mil, where it remains mtil the coil is energized, and 

the electromagnetic lifting force becomes strong enough to overcome the weight of the load. 



4.2 Equivalent Electrical Circuit of Apparatus 

The inverter applies a sinusoidal voltage to the output circuit, which consists of the 

autotransformer, the induction coil and the load. This can be approximated by an equivalent 

inductance L,. An adjustable capacitor, located within the inverter, is connected in parallel 

with the output circuit. This foms a resonating L-C circuit (Figure 4-3), having a resonant 

fiequency : 

The capacitor can be adjusted fiom approximately 0.1 - 10 pF, and provides a means for 

tuning the circuit to the inverter. This enables maximum power transfer to the induction coil. 

The hining process is done by trial and error. The value of capacitance can be manually 

adjusted using a switch on the inverter. The inductance of the output circuit can be manually 

adjusted by changing the value of n on the autotransformer. Different coiyload 

configurations have different impedances. Therefore, the hining process was perfomed for 

each new experiment. 

Figure 4-3, Resonant L-C Circuit 

4.3 Loads 

Three different loads were used in the levitation experiments: the füament loop, the 

tom,  and the flat ring. The filament loop (Figure 4-4) was constructed by bending a piece of 

Copper tubing into a loop. The two ends of the loop were silver-soldered together. Silver 

solder was chosen over Lead-Th solder because it has a higher melting temperature. This 



load was built because of its low cost and easy construction. It had a weight of approximately 

100 g. The cross-sectional radius was 0.47cm7 and the mean radius was 10 cm. 

Figure 4-4, Filament Loop 

The toms (Figure 4-5) was machined fiom a solid piece of Numinum. It had a weight 

of approxirnately 470 g. The toms had a cross-sectional radius of 1.2 cm and a mean radius 

of 6.1 cm. 

Figure 4-5, Tom 

The flat ring (Figure 4-6) was constructed by cutting a ring out of a piece of Aluminum 

sheet, approximately 0.4 cm thick. The flat ring was used as an alternative to the filament 

load and the tom. It had a weight of approximately 83 g. The outer radius was 7.4 cm, and 

the inner radius was 4.8 cm. 



Figure 4-6, Flat Ring 

4.4 Coil Design Considerations 

The coi1 designs in this thesis consisted of a number of axisymmetric current-loops 

comected in series. In reality, the loops must be connected together by leads. The leads 

create end-eflects which distort the magnetic field. An effort was made to reduce the end- 

effects in the coils. The lengths of the leads were kept as short as possible. If two parallel 

leads camied current in opposite directions, they were positioned very close to each other. In 

this way, the magnetic field produced by one lead cancels out the magnetic field produced by 

the adjacent lead, and the end effects are minirnized. For example, the first coi1 design used 

in this thesis consisted of two concentrie loops. Figure 4-7 shows how the lads were shaped 

in order to reduce the end-effects. 

Figure 4-7, Coil designed to reduce the end-effects 



CaAPTER 5 

LEVITATION USING A 'IWO-LOOP COIL 

S. 1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the levitation of a toroidal load wing a two-loop coil design. 

The two loops of the coi1 are concentric, and are wound such that the currents flow in the 

same direction. This coil design was studied because it is relatively simple to constmct. 

Three two-Ioop schemes were studied, using both experiments and the analysis tools 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

5.2 Scheme #l 

The first scheme is shown in Figure 5-1. The filament loop was used as the load. The 

induction coil consisted of two loops with radii of 7.5 and 12.5 cm. 

Filament Loop 

Figure 5-1, Two-Loop Scheme #1 

Erperiments 

The experiments showed that this scheme was not capable of levitaihg the load stably. 

When the coil was enerpized, one side of the load wodd nse about 4 cm above the coi1 

platforni, while the opposite side resteci on the platform (Figure 5-2 j. An itttempt was made 



to move the load with wooden sticks and push it into a stable position. This did not work, and 

it was clea. that this scheme did not have b u k  stability. 

Induction 
Coil Lcop 

Figure 5-2, Experimental result for Two-Loop Scheme # 1 

Analysis 

Figure 5-3 shows a plot of the magnetic field streamlines for Scheme #1. The load is 

levitating at a height of 20 mm. The large circle indicates the levitating load and the quarter- 

circles in the two Iower corners of the plot indicate the two loops of the induction coil. Figure 

5-4 shows a plot of the vertical force curve. The cuwe has a local maximum at a levitation 

height of approximately 17 mm. Above this height, the slope is negative and vertical bulk 

stability is possible. Below 17 mm the dope is positive, and vertical buik stability is 

impossible. 
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Figure 5-3, Streamline plot for Two-Loop Scheme # 1 

Figure 5-4, Vertical force curve for Two-Loop Scheme #1 



Figure 5-5 shows a plot of the horizontal force curves for Scheme #1. The curves were 

plotted for levitation heights of 20,25 and 30 mm. At 25 mm and 30 mm, the slope of the 

curve is aiways non-negative, indicating that horizontal buik stability is impossible at these 

heights. At a height of 20 mm, the slope of the c w e  is negative for radial displacements less 

than IOmm, indicating that the system has horizontal b u k  stability within this range. 

Figure 5-5, Horizontal force curves for Two-Loop Scheme #1 

The force curves agree with the experimental results. At levitation heights below 17 

mm, the system lacks vertical buik stability. At levitation heights above 20 mm, the system 

lacks horizontal bulk stability. The load m u t  remain levitating within this very small zone, 

between 17 and 20 mm, if the system is to have both vertical and horizontal bulk stability. 

This requirement is difficult to satisfy in practice, which is why bulk stable levitation was not 

achieved during the experiments. 

5.3 Infinite Cyünder Analysis 

Before investigating other two-loop levitation schemes, it is important to mention the 

work done by Sneyd et al. [LI. This papa discusses the levitation of an infinite cylinder using 

two parallel curent-carryïng loops. The cylinder was conceived to be part of a tom whose 



mean radius r. was much greater than the cross-sectional radius rb. Figure 5-6 shows a 

diagram of this levitation system. 

Figure 5-6, Levitation system considered by Sneyd et al. [Il 

The relative size of the system is specified by the dimensionless variable K =  rdc, where 

c is one-hdf of the separation distance between the two conductors. The levitation height of 

the load is specified by the dimensionless variable q = hlc. The vertical electromagnetic 

force was expressed as: 

where I is the peak curent flowing in each conductor, and G ( ~ , K )  is a dimensiodess function 

which depends only on the geornetry of the levitation system. The peak current flowing 

through the conductors was assumed to be constant. Figure 5-7 shows a graph from [l], 

where G(~I ,K)  is plotted as  a function of q for different values of K. The graph illustrates the 

nature of the vertical force and indicates regions where stable levitation can occur. The 

horizontal line (W) corresponds to the weight of the load, and can be located arbitrarily. The 

smail vertical dash on each curve indicates the horizontal stability k t .  The limiting value 

for q, below which the system has horizontal bulk stability, is given by the expression: 



Figure 5-7, Graph fiom [l] showing curves of G ( ~ , K )  vs. q 

for different values of K. 

Consider the cuve for K =  0.95. The force balances the weight of the load at two 

points: U and S. However, at U the slope of the c w e  is positive, which indicates that the 

system does not have vertical bulk stability at this point. At S, the slope is negative and the 

system has vertical buk  stability at this point. The vertical dash indicates that the system has 

horizontal bulk stability up to approximately r] = 1.4. Therefore, the curve predicts that stable 

levitation can be achieved with this design. Another successful design is realized for K = 1.1. 

The equilibrium point occurs at T, and since the slope of the curve is negative at this point, 

the system has vertical buik stability. The system also has horizontal buik stability up to 7 = 

1 S. Conversely, no region of stable levitation exists when K = 0.1. 

These results suggest that ~ s h o u l d  be approximately unity in order to achieve stable 

levitation. In the sîudy of Scheme #1, it was detennined that the system couid not stably 

levitate the load. The value of K for that srstem was calculated to be 0.1 6. The resuits f?om 

the graph in Figure 5-7 also predict that such a system will be unstable. Therefore, it was 

decided to use the resuits from the infinite-cylinder analysis in the design of a new toroidal 

levitation scheme. The goal was to set K= 1, and see if this couid provide bulk stability. 



5.4 Scheme #2 

In the second scheme (Figure 5-8), a coiüload system was built such that the cross- 

sectional diameter of the load was equal to the spacing between the two loops of the induction 

coil. The toms was used as the load. The new coil was essentidy a two-loop design, except 

each loop consisted of a bundle of four individual tums. A greater lifting force cm be 

generated for a aven current by increasing the number of tums in the coil. This was 

necessary since the toms was much heavier than the filament loop. 

Figure 5-8, Two-Loop Scheme #2 

Experirnents 

The experiments revealed that Scheme #2 was not capable of providing bulk stability. 

When the coil was energized, the tom would rise and move horizontally away fiom the axis 

of symmetry. This indicated that there was a lack of horizontal buk stability. 

AnaIysis 

Figure 5-9 shows a plot of the magnetic field streamhes for Scheme #2. The load is at 

a levitation height of 20 mm. The plot illustrates the benefit of using the toroidal geometry, 

as there is no indication of a magnetic hole on the bottom surface of the load. Figure 5-10 

shows a plot of the vertical force curve. The levitation height mges h m  14 mm to 30 mm. 



The force curve is similar to that for Scheme #l, since there is a local maximum. This occurs 

at approxirnately 15 mm. The slope of the curve is negative for greater heights. Therefore, as 

long as the load is Ievitating above 15 mm, vertical b d k  stability is possible. 

z (m) 

Figure 5-9, Streamline plot for Two-Loop Scheme #2 

Figure 5-10, Vertical force curve for Two-Loop Scheme #2. 



Figure 5- 1 1 shows a plot of the horizontal force curves for Scheme #2. The curves are 

plotted for levitation heights of 15, 17,20 and 25 mm, and for radial displacements up to 10 

mm. The dope is always positive for ail four curves, indicatlig that the system does not have 

horizontal buIk stability at these levitation heights. This explains why the load had a strong 

tendency to move in the horizontal direction during experiments. This coi1 cannot levitate the 

load because it does not provide horizontal buik stability. 

Figure 5-1 1, Horizontal force c w e s  for Two-Loop Scheme #2 

According to the infinite-cylinder analysis, there shouid be some region in which the 

systern has both vertical and horizontal bulk stability. For x= 1, the system should have 

horizontal buik stability for levitation heights up to approximately 17 mm. However, the 

force plots at 15 mm and 17 mm fkom Figure 5-1 1 indicate that the system does not have 

horizontal buik stability at these heights. 

The discrepancy between the infinite cylinder analysis and the toroidal analysis was 

possibly related to the fact that the ratio &:rb was ody 5:1 in this scheme. It was believed 

that this ratio was not large enough to accurately describe the toroidal system using the 

infinite-cylinder analysis. It was decided to analyze the vertical and horizontal forces for the 

case when r.:rb = 20: 1. The cross-sectional radius of the load was kept at 1.2 cm, wMe the 

mean radius of the load and the rad5 of the conductors were increased accordingly. Figure 5- 

12 shows a plot of the vertical force curve for the case r&rb = 20: 1. There is no local 



maximum value and the dope is consistently negative. Vertical bulk stability can be achieved 

at al1 Ievitation heights. 

Figure 5-12, Plot of vertical force curve for Two-Loop Scheme #2, 

with ra:rb = 20: 1 

Figure 5-13, Horizontal force curves for Two-Loop Scheme #2, 

with ra:rb = 20: 1 

Figure 5-13 shows a plot of the horizontal force cunres for levitation heights of 15, 17, 

20 and 25 mm. The slopes are positive for al l  four c w e s ,  indicating that the system does not 

have horizontal bulk stability. Despite the fact that the radius ratio was increased to 20:1, the 



results do not resemble those of the infinite cyhder analysis. At any rate, the experimental 

and anaiytical results show that this scheme is not capable of stably levitating a tom. 

5.5 Scheme #3 

Stable levitation was not obtained with the two previous schemes. It was decided to 

perform a simplified levitation experiment using a two-loop coil and a tethered load, as 

show in Figure 5-14. A wooden pole was fixed on the axis of symmetry of the coil. The flat 

ring was used as the load. A washer was tied to the centre of the load using four pieces of 

string. In this way, the load was free to move in the vertical direction, but unable to move in 

the horizontal plane. By tethering the load to the centre, it was possible to study the system's 

vertical buk stability alone, and neglect any consequences of the horizontal bu& stability. 

String 

Induction 
coil 

Washer Flat Ring 

Wooden 
pole 

Figure 5-14, Two-Loop Scheme #3 

Experiments 

When the coi1 was energized, the load levitated at a height of approximately 2.5 cm. 

The load was level with the horizontal plane, and levitated in a virtualiy motionless state. 

However, when the tether strings were removed, the load moved horizontally away fkom the 

axis of symmetry, and stable levitation was not possible. 



Analysis 

Figure 5-15 shows a plot of the magnetic field streamluies for Scheme #3. Figure 5-16 

shows a plot of the vertical force curve. The dope of the c w e  is always negative, so vemcal 

bulk stability can be achieved at any height. Figure 5-17 shows a plot of the horizontal force 

curves. The c w e s  are plotted for levitation heights of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm. At al1 

three levitation heights, the dope of the force curve is always positive, showing that the 

system does not have horizontal bulk stability at these heights. 

Figure 5- 15, Streamline plot for Two-Loop Scheme #3 



Figure 5-16, Vertical force curve for Two-Loop Scheme #3. 

Figure 5- 17, Horizontal force curves for Two-Loop Scheme #3 

The force curves agree with the experimental observations. The resuits for Scheme #3 

venfied that the two-loop coi1 design can provide vertical bulk-stability, but generaily cannot 

provide horizontal bulk stabiiity. 

5.6 Summary 

The experimental and analytical resdts for ali three schemes are summarized in Table 

5- 1. The abbreviations V.B.S. and H.B.S. refer to vertical bdk stability and horizontal bulk 

stability of the system. In Scheme #1, a range of levitation heights exist in which the system 



has both vertical and horizontal bulk stability. However this range is approximately 3 mm, 

and is too mal1 for practical purposes. In Scheme #2, the system does not have horizontal 

b d k  stability. This result is con- to the infinite-cylinder analysis &om [l]. Increasing the 

radius ratio kom 5: 1 to 20: 1 does not improve the horizontal bulk stability. ui Scheme #3, 

stable levitation was only possible when the load was tethzred to the centre of the coil. The 

results show that the two-loop coil is not capable of stably levitating a tom,  primarily 

because this system lacks horizontal buik stability. 

Scheme # 

1 

2 

Table 5-1, Surnmary of results for two-ioop schemes 

Experimentai 
Results 
Unstable 

3 

Unstable 

Regions of 
V.B.S. 
h>l7mm 

Stable, as long as load 
is teathered 

Regions of 
H.B.S. 
Hc20rnrn 
DclOmm 

hM5mrn None 

al1 h None 



CHAPTER 6 

LEVITATTON USING A REVERSE-LOOP 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 5, the levitahon of a load using a two-loop induction coil was discussed. The 

general result was that stable levitation was not possible with this design. This was largely 

due to a lack of horizontal bulk stability. The strategy for overcomhg this problem was to 

copy the practice of the traditional spherical Ievitation device. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 

this device consists of two sets of coils. The lower set provides most of the lifting force, 

while the upper set provides horizontal bulk stability. The upper set and lower set are wound 

in opposite directions. For this reason, the upper set is sometimes called a "reverse-loop". 

Three different reverse-loop schemes are examined in this chapter. 

6.2 Scheme #I 

The first scheme to implement this strategy is shown in Figure 6- 1. The induction coil 

consisted of two lifting loops and one reverse-loop. The flat ring was used as  the load. The 

separation height h, between the lifting loops and reverse loop couid be adjusted fiom 1 cm to 

3 cm. 

+ 4.9cm * Reverse- - 7.3cm - Loop 

Figure 6- 1, Reverse-Loop Scheme #1 

Erperiments 

Trials were done using different values of h,. At certain separation heights, the load 

levitated stably about 1 or 2 cm above the coil (Figue 6-2). The load did not make contact 



with any part of the coil. Srnail horizontal oscillations were observed, but the system had 

both vertical and horizontal buk stabiiity. The stability was strongly dependent on the 

position of the reverse loop. For example, if h, was too large, the load would move 

horizontally and slide into the gap between the outer lifting loop and the reverse loop. Also, 

if the reverse loop was not coplanar with the two lifting loops, this had an adverse effect on 

the bulk stability of the system. The reverse-loop had to be positioned by trial and error in 

order to fhd a buik-stable configuration. In spite of this difficulty, the experiments on this 

scherne showed the usefulness of the reverse-loop design in providing horizontal bulk 

stability. 

Figure 6-2, Picture of Levitating Flat Ring for 

Reverse-Loop Scheme #1 

Analysis 

Two different values of h, were considered in the analysis of Scheme #l. The first 

analysis used a separation height of 1 -2 cm. Figure 6-3 shows a plot of the magnetic field 

stre&es for this case. 



Figure 6-3, Streamline plot for Reverse-Loop Scheme # 1 

with h, =1.2 cm 

Figure 6-4 shows a plot of the vertical force curve. The dope is dways negative, and 

vertical bulk stability c m  be achieved at al1 levitation heights. 

Figure 6-4, Vertical force curve for Reverse-Loop Scheme #1 

with h, =1.2 cm 



Figure 6-5 shows a plot of the horizontal force curves. The c w e s  were plotted for 

three levitation heights in the vicinity of h,: 0.8 cm, 1.0 cm and 1.2 cm. For each curve, the 

dope is positive near the ongin, and the system does not have horizontal bulk stability. 

Figure 6-5, Horizontal force curve for Reverse-Loop Scheme #1 

with h, =1.2 cm 

In the second analysis, the separation height was changed to 2.0 cm. Figure 6-6 shows 

the strearnline plot for this case. 

Figure 6-6, Streamline plot for Reverse-Loop Scheme #1, with h, = 2.0 cm 



The vertical force curve is shown in Figure 6-7. It does not differ signincantly h m  the 

curve for h, = 1.2 cm. The slope is always negative, indicating that vemcal bulk stability can 

be achieved at any height. 

Figure 6-7, Plot of vertical force curve for Reverse-Loop Scheme #1 

with h, =2.0 cm 

Figure 6-8 shows a plot of the horizontai force curves when h, = 2.0 cm. The force 

c w e  was plotted at three different levitation heights: 15 mm, 20 mm and 25 mm. At 20 mm 

and 25 mm, there is no problem with the horizontal buik stability, as the force curves are 

negatively sloped near the ongin. However, for h = 15 mm, the force c w e  is positively 

sloped, and the system does not have horizontal bulk stability. 

d (ml 

Figure 6-8, Horizontal force c w e s  for Reverse-hop Scheme # 1, with h, =2.0 cm 



The analyticd force curves agree with the experhental observations. The resdts show 

that stable levitation is possible at certain levitation heights and for particular values of h,. 

The analysis also illustrates how the bulk stability of the system is strongiy aEected by 

changes in the position of the reverse loop. A change of 8 mm in the separation height makes 

the difference between a stable system and an unstable system. 

The streamline plots for Scheme #1 show that there is a point on the surface of the load 

where the magnetic pressure is zero. This occurs on the lower outside edge of the load, where 

the streamlhes are not tangential to the surface. The magnetic pressure distribution is plotted 

in Figure 6-9. The pressure is plotted on the edge of each of the 94 elements used to mode1 

the surface of the load, the fint element being located on the upper outside edge of the load. 

The plot shows that there are regions on the top and bottom surfaces of the load where the 

magnetic pressure is zero (Figure 6-10). Although this scheme provides bulk stability, it does 

not provide a suitable magnetic pressure distribution for containhg liquid metal. 

O 20 40 60 80 1 O0 

element index ninnber i 

Figure 6-9, Pressure Distribution on Load 

for Reverse-Loop Scheme #1 



Figure 6-10, Regions where PM = O 

6.3 Scheme #2 

A second reverse-loop scheme was built to levitate the tom. The scheme is 

characterized by two lifting loops and two reverse-loops (Figure 6-1 1). 

Figure 6- 1 1, Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 

Experiment 

When the coi1 was energized, the tom levitated at a height of approximately 2 cm 

(Figures 6- 12 and 6- 13). There was very little horizontal motion, indicating that the system 

had horizontal bulk stability. However, the load experienced undamped oscillations in the 

vertical direction. The amplitude of oscillation was appmximately 0.4 cm, and the fiequency 

was approximately 4 Hz. Extemai mechanical forces were applied to damp the oscillations. 



When the oscillations were completely damped, the load continued to levitate without 

oscillating for about 2 or 3 seconds. This indicated that the system had vertical buik stability 

to some extent. However, small oscillations started to develop after 3 seconds, and the 

oscillation amplitude grew to a maximum within approximately 10 seconds. 

Figure 6-12, First picture of levitating t o m  for 

Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 



Figure 6-1 3, Second picture of levitating t o m  for 

Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 

Analysis 

Figure 6- 14 shows a plot of the magnetic field streamlines for Scheme #2. There are 

two locations on the surface of the load where the magnetic pressure is zero. This is verified 

by a plot of the magnetic pressure distribution, show in Figure 6- 15. The hydrostatic 

pressure distribution is also plotted on the graph for cornparison. Ideally, the two 

distributions should match, but the plot shows that this is not the case. This scheme is not 

ideal for levitating a molten tom,  as there are magnetic holes through which the molten 

metal can leak 



Figure 6-14, Streamline plot for Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 

/ pressure 

Figure 6- 15, Magnetic pressure distribution for Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 



Figure 6-16, Vertical force c w e  for Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 

Figure 6-16 shows a plot of the vertical force curve. The dope is always negative, 

indicating that the system has vertical buik stability at al1 heights. Figure 6-1 7 shows a plot 

of the horizontal force curves. The force curves were plotted for three different levitation 

heights: 16 mm, 19 mm and 22 mm. At al1 three heights, the slope of the force curve is 

negative for radial displacements up to 6mm, indicating that the system has horizontal bulk 

stability within this range. 

Figure 6-17, Horizontal force curve for Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 



During the experiments, vertical undamped oscillations of the load were observed. It 

was desired to mode1 the load oscillations and relate the results to the experimental 

observations. The first attempt to mode1 the vertical oscillations considered oniy small 

displacements about the equilibrium position. This restriction simplifies the analysis, because 

the vertical force curve can be approximated by a ht-order Taylor expansion about the 

equilibrium position. The essential parameter in the approximation is cr, which is the slope of 

the vertical force c w e  at the equilibriurn height h,. From Figure 6- 16, the vertical force 

equals the weight of the t o m  (4.7 N) at a height of 19 mm. This is approximately the 

equilibrium levitation height observed during experiments. The slope of the c w e  at this 

point was calculated to be -6 10 N/m. The vertical oscillation fiequency can be calculated 

using Equation 3.39: 

where m is the mass of the load (0.47 kg). The resulting oscillation fiequency is 5.7 Hz. This 

is in the neighborhood of the oscillation fiequency of 4 Hz observed in the experiments. 

The linearization of the force curve is suitable for displacements approximately 3 mm 

above and below h,. For displacements beyond this range, the non-linear nature of the cuve 

must be considered. This was done by approximating the vertical force curve as a third order 

polynomial of the form: 

F: = a ,  +b0h+c ,h2  +d0h3 (6- 1) 

where a,, b,, c,, and do are constants obtained through cuve-fitting. The Runge-Kutta 

method (nom Boyce et al. [25]) was used to solve the resulting non-linear differential 

equation of motion. 

Figure 6-1 8 shows two cuves representing the vertical motion of the load. The first 

c w e ,  Hi (t) is the result of a linear analysis, with the initial conditions ho = 2 1 mm and $ = 

O. The second cuve, H2(t) is the result of the non-hear analysis, and used the initial 

conditions h, = 14 mm and ho= O. The curves have two cornmon features: the £kequency is 

the same, and the amplitude of oscillation does not decay with t h e .  



Figure 6-1 8, Plot of vertical oscillations for Reverse-Loop Scheme #2 

in spite of the fact that mechanical modeling predicts an oscillation Eequency similar to 

that observed in experiments, the model does not explain what causes the oscillations. The 

vertical oscillations appeared to develop naturally in the experiments, as there were no 

obvious physical disturbances acting on the load. This contradicts the results of the 

mechanical model. According to the model, if the load is not displaced fiom the equilibrium 

position, then it will remain at the equilibrium position indennitely. 

Essman et al. [16] encountered similar stability problems in the levitation of a sphericai 

load. They concluded that modulations in the power supply signal must be eliminated in 

order to guarantee bulk stability of the system. It is possible that the same problem existed in 

the experiments for this thesis. The fiequency was read fiom a digital display on the inverter. 

During one experiment, the excitation fkequency was observed to fluctuate between 14.9 and 

15.1 kHz, showing that there were modulations. Thus, the source of the vertical oscillations 

observed in this thesis might possibly be related to the power supply. 

6.4 Scheme #3 

In the third scheme, extra tums were added to the reverse loops of the four-loop coil, as 

shown in Figure 6-19. The purpose was to see what effect the number of reverse loops had 

on the behavior of the levitation system. 



Figure 6-19, Reverse-Loop Scheme #3 

Experim en ts 

When the coi1 was energized, the load levitated stably. The levitation height was 

reduced to about 15mm. The load experienced smail oscillations, primarily in the vertical 

direction. The oscillation kequency was approximately 4-5 Hz, and the amplitude of 

oscillation was 1-2 mm. 

Analysis 

The streamline plot for Scheme #3 is shown in Figure 6-20. The plot is sirnilar to 

Scheme #2, showing two places on the suiface where the magnetic pressure is zero. The 

vertical force curve for Scheme #3 is shown in Figure 6-21. It looks very similar to that for 

Scheme #2, and it is clear that the system has vertical bulk stability for ail levitation heights. 

Figure 6-22 shows the horizontal force plot. The slopes of the curves are consistently 

negative, indicating that the system also has horizontal bulk stability. 



Figure 6-20, Streamline plot for Reverse-Loop Scheme #3 

Figure 6-2 1, Vertical force cuve for Reverse-Loop Scheme #3. 



Figure 6-22, Horizontal force curves for Reverse-Loop Scheme #3. 

6.5 Summary 

The results for the reverse-loop coils are summarîzed in Table 6-1. The expenments 

with the reverse Ioop coils showed that this design is effective in providing vertical and 

horizontal bulk stability. It represents an improvement upon the two-loop coi1 design studied 

in the previous chapter. However, the analyses of the three schemes revealed one cornmon 

problem: there are magnetic holes present on the surface of the load. This makes the design 

undesirable for levitating molten loads. 

position 

Scheme Experimental Results bnalysis Results 
I~.B.s ~H.B.s. 

3 ulk stable, reduced =16-22mm 

2 

'ressure Distribution 
Jndesirable 

Jndesirable 

Bulk stable, but load 
tends to oscillate in 
vertical direction 

Table 6- 1, Summary of results for reverse-Ioop schemes 

AI1 h h=l6-22mm 
dc6mm 



CEIAPTER 7 

LEVITATION USING A BASKET COIL DESIGN 

7.1 Introduction 

The experiments on the reverse-loop coil designs showed that bullc-stability could be 

achieved with this design. However, the analysis showed that these designs do not provide a 

desirable pressure distribution on the surface of the load. Magnetic holes exist on the lower 

surface, making the reverse-loop designs unsuitable for containhg large amounts of molten 

metal. A third coil design was constructed to hy and rectify this problem. The design was 

referred to as the 'basket coil'. The idea was to surround the t o m  with a basket of loops, as 

shown in Figure 7-1. The induction coil consisted of 15 loops, d l  wound in the same 

direction. The locations of the conductors are equally spread out on a semi-circular arc. 

Figure 7-1, Basket Coi1 Design 

7.2 Experiments 

Initial attempts to levitate the toms were unsuccessful. It was believed that the self 

inductance of the coil was too large for the system to operate properly. The self inductance of 

the coil is approximately proportional to the square of the nirmber of loops. The basket coil 



consisted of 15 loops, and therefore had a relatively large inductance compared to the 

previous coils. The circuit could not be properly hined, as the resonant fkequency of the 

circuit was below the operating range of the inverter. It was decided to place an inductor L, 

in parallel with the induction coil, as shown in Figure 7-2. This reduced the equivdent 

inductance of the load, raised the resonant ikequency of the circuit, and ailowed the inverter to 

operate properly. 

Figure 7-2, Equivdent circuit with an inductor comected 

in parailel with the induction coil 

When the maximum voltage was applied to the modified circuit, one side of the toms 

levitated, while the opposite side remained resting on the induction coil. This behavior was 

similar to that observed during experirnents with the nrst two-loop scheme. This might 

suggest that the basket design does not have bulk stability. However, levitation rnay have 

been inhïbited by the limitations of the available power supply. It is possible that the inverter 

could not supply a sufficient output voltage to the induction coil. Buk stable levitation may 

or may not be possible with this system, but this could not be detennined from the 

experiments. 

7.3 Analysis 

In the analysis of the basket coil design, it was assumed that a suflïcient power supply 

(with no limitations on applied output voltage) was used to energize the induction coil. The 

experimental results were inconclusive because of the power supply limitations. The resuits 



of the analysis may be used to predict what wouid happen if a sufncient power supply was 

available for the experiments. Figure 7-3 shows a plot of the magnetic field strearnlines for 

the basket coil, with the load levitating at a height of 2 cm. There is a noticeable ciifference 

between this plot and the strearnline plots for the reverse-loop coils. There is no evidence of 

a magnetic hole anywhere on the surface of the load. This is venfied by the plot of magnetic 

pressure distribution in Figure 7-4. The hydrostatic pressure distribution is aiso plotted for 

cornparison. 

Figure 7-3, Streamline plot for the basket coil 
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Figure 7-4, Pressure distribution for the basket coil 

Figure 7-5 shows a plot of the vertical force curve. The curve is almost linear over the 

range of levitation heights between 14 mm and 40 mm. The slope is always negative, 

indicaihg that vertical bulk stability is possible at al1 heights. 

Figure 7-5, Vertical force curve for the basket coil. 

Figure 7-6 shows a plot of the horizontal force curves. The curves are plotted for levitation 

heights of 20 mm, 25 mm and 30 mm, and for displacements up to 7 mm. The slopes of the 



curves are negative at al1 three heights, indicating that the system has horizontal bu1.k 

stability. 

Figure 7-6, Plot of horizontal force curves for the basket coil 

The analysis shows that this particular basket-coi1 design bas both vertical and 

horizontal stability. In addition, the magnetic pressure distribution is suitable for levitating 

liquid metals, as there are no magnetic holes on the surface of the load. Therefore, the basket 

coil design holds much potential for increasing the amount of molten metal in the levitation 

melting process. 

The magnetic pressure distribution differs slightly h m  the hydrostatic pressure 

distribution. The differences between the two distributions are due to the fact that the coil has 

not been optllnued. It was initially decided to have the conducton of the coil equally spaced 

for the sake of simplicity. However, it is possible to reduce the error by relocating the 

conductors. This procedure was discussed by Bendzsak [2 11. In his work, a ten-loop basket 

coil was optllnized for containhg a molten toms. He obtained a coi1 design whose pressure 

distribution closely matches the hydrostatic pressure distribution. 



7.4 Ruid Flow in the Molten Torus 

It was decided to obtain a qualitative description of the flow patterns that would develop 

in the molten tomidal load. Several numerical rnethods may be used to solve this flow 

problem. However, it was decided to adopt the analytical rnethod used by Sneyd et al.[l] to 

determine the cross-sectional Bow pattern in a molten infinite cylinder. The toroidal 

curvature of the load is not taken into account. 

Figure 7-7, Cross-section of cylindncal load 

An ideal situation is considered, in which the magnetic pressure PdM balances the 

hydrostatic pressure at al1 points on the surface of the load. With reference to Figure 7-7, the 

magnetic pressure is given by the equation: 

P, = ~ ( I + c o s ~ )  (7.1) 

where p is the density of rnolten metal (2370 kg/m3 for Aluminurn), g is the acceleration of 

gravity (9.81 mls2), and r b  is the cross-sectional radius of the load (0.012 m). 

The flow in the molten load is likely to be turbulent. The Reynolds number Re is given 

by the equation: 

u O L  Re =- 
v 

(7.2) 

where u, is the characteristic velocity of the fluid, L is the characteristic dimension of the load 

(equal to 20) and vis the kinematic viscosity of the moIten metai. In [Il, Sneyd and Moffatt 



argue that the flow is likely to be turbulent for L 2 1 0 mm. It is also argued that turbulence 

limits the level of intemal fluid velocity to the fixe f a  scale, such that: 

u, -JgL (7.3) 

A uniform eddy viscosity - u& is assumed throughout the fluid, so that the correspondhg 

Reynolds number is on the order of unity. Therefore, a low-Reynolds-nurnber analysis is 

performed, in which the viscous forces are ssumed to domh2te @ver the heitid forces. 

The mornenhim equation for fiuid flow c m  be written as: 

- + v . v v  =-- (a: P f ' + g + - + v , v 2 v  
P 

where p is the density, v is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, g is the acceleration of 

gravity, and fr is the Lorentz force. The left hand side of Equation 7.4 is zero, because the 

problem is solved for steady-state flow and the convection term is neglected. Equation 7.4 

cm be rewritten as: 

Taking the curl of both sides of Equation 7.5 results Ui: 

o is the voaicity, which is defined as the curl of the velocity vector. The vorticity has only 

one component q i n  the <direction, perpendicular to the r-@plane. This is related to the 

strearnfunction by: 

Cu; = v'y (7.7) 

Boundary layer methods from [l] show that the curl of the Lorentz force is: 

where ii is the inward nonnai unit vector on the d a c e  of the load. After substituting 

Equations 7.7 and 7.8 into Equation 7.6, it can be shown that the streamfunction satisfies the 

inhomogeneous bi-hamionic equation: 



where 6is  the electmmagnetic penetration depth (0.06 cm). 

The surface of the load (where r = rb) is a streamline, specified by the boundary 

condition ~ F O .  A second boundary condition is imposed by the fact that the tangential stress 

is zero on the fiee surface. The tangential stress is: 

The ecomponent of velocity is related to the derivative of the streamfunction. 

Therefore, the second boundary condition is given by the expression: 

it can be shown (kom Equation 6.5 in [l]) that the approxirnate solution for vis: 

The Bow pattern can be illustrated by plotting the contour lines of the streeamfuncction 

ty (r, 0). Figure 7-8 shows a plot of the streamhes. The flow is symmetric about the vertical 

axis of symmetry. There are two circulation patterns that occur within the load. It is 

reasonable to assume that in the actud toms, the flow would not be symmetric due to the 

toroidal curvature. 
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Figure 7-8, Plot of flow streamlines in the molten load 

The fluid velocity can be obtained by differentiating the strearnfunction. The surface 

velocity is given by the expression: 

It c m  be shown that the resulting expression for surface velocity is: 

gr,6 sin 19 v, (0) = - 
4% 

Figure 7-9 shows a plot of the d a c e  velocity profile. The distribution is plotted for the nght 

haif of the Load (O= 0 . k )  since the flow pattern is symmetric. The velocity reaches a peak 

value of approximateiy 1.7 mm/s at the mid-point, when O= d2. 
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Figure 7-9, Plot of surface velocity profile 

A plot of the velocity profile within the load is show in Figure 7- 1 0. The velocity is 

plotted dong the line defined by r = O..rb and 8 = d2. Along this line, only the B component 

of velocity ( V e )  exists. This is given by the expression: 

gr,6 Ve ( r )  = - 
8"r 

7-10, Plot of velocity profile within the Ioad 



7.5 Summary 

The resuits of the analysis indicate that the basket coi1 design can provide both vertical 

and horizontal bulk stability. This resuit was not observed in the experiments, likely because 

of the limitations of the available power supply. The magnetic pressure distribution plot 

showed that there are no magnetic holes on the surface of the load, which rnakes this design 

suitable for levitating large amounts of molten metai. A simplified laminar flow analysis 

revealed that the cross-sectional 80w pattern in the molten load is characterized by two 

recirculating loops. The analysis predicts that the fluid on the surface has a maximum 

velocity of approximately 1.7 m m k  



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

The two-loop coi1 designs (which were studied in this thesis) were determined 

to be unsuitable for levitating a solid toroidal load. In general, these designs 

suffer fiom a lack of horizontal bulk stability. It is possible to obtain vertical 

buk stability alone with the two-loop coil; this was shown with the tethered- 

load experiment. 

According to the infinite-cylinder analysis of [Il,  a stable levitation system can 

be realized by making the separation distance between the two loops equal to 

the cross-sectional diameter of the load (equivalent to setting FI). However, 

it was shown through experiments and analysis that this will not produce a buik 

stable levitation system when the radius ratio r,:rb is approximately 5: 1. This 

system did not have horizontal bulk stability. 

It is to be expected that, as the radius ratio is increased the results of a toroidal 

system should become closer to the infinite-cylinder system. An analysis was 

done for a toroidal system with an increased ratio of 20: 1. This was also 

shown to be an unsuccessful system, as it did not have horizontal bulk stability. 

The use of a reverse-loop is effective in providing horizontal bulk stability. 

Stable levitation was achieved for the three reverse-loop schemes considered in 

this thesis. 

Experiments and analysis of Reverse-Loop Scheme # 1 showed that the stability 

of the system is strongly dependent on the location of the reverse-loop. If the 

reverse-loop is not coplanar with the lifting loops, this has an adverse effect on 

the bulk stability of the system. A change by 8 mm in the height of the 



reverse-loop makes the difference between a stable system and an ustable 

system. 

6) The load experienced undamped harmonic oscillations during experirnents on 

Reverse-Loop Scheme #2. These oscillations developed nahually afler the 

load was brought to rest at the equilibnum levitation height. A simple 

mechanical mode1 predicted an oscillation frequency in the neighborhood of 

the fkequency observed in the experirnents. However, the mode1 could not 

explain the source of the oscillations. No obvious physical disturbances were 

present. The oscillations were most likely the result of modulations in the 

power supply voltage signal. 

7) The addition of extra tums to the reverse-loops had the effect of lowenng the 

levitation height and reducing the amplitude of oscillation of the load. 

8) A common problem with the reverse-loop designs is that the magnetic pressure 

distribution does no t balance the hydrostatic pressure distribution. There are 

magnetic holes on the surface of the load, through which molten metal can 

le&. Therefore, the reverse-loop design is not suitable for levitating large 

amounts of molten metal. 

9) The available power supply was insufncient for energizing the basket coi1 

directly. When the power supply was comected to the coil, the resonant 

nequency of the circuit was too low for the power supply to operate properly. 

10) A paralle1 inductor was used to reduce the inductance of the circuit as 

perceived by the power supply. This raised the eequency of the circuit, and 

allowed the inverter to operate properly. In spite of this adjustment, stable 

levitation could not be acliieved. It was believed that the inverter could not 

supply a sufncient output voltage to energize the induction coil. 



1 1) The analysis of the basket coil design indicates that the system will have both 

vertical and horizontal bulk stability if an adequate power supply is used. 

12) The pressure distribution for the basket coil design is an improvement on that 

for the reverse-loop design. No magnetic holes exist on the surface of the load. 

The analysis suggests that this design can satisQ the requirements of bulk 

stability and pressure distribution. It therefore holds much potential for 

increasing the amount of metal for the levitation melting process. 

13) The simplified flow analysis revealed that the cross-sectional flow pattern in 

the molten t o m  is characterized by two recirculating loops. The analysis 

predicted that the Bow velocity on the surface reaches a maximum value of 1.7 

rnmk 
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A.1 Self Inductance of a Circular Filament Loop 

It can be shown (see Smythe [26],  for example) that the self-inductance L of a circdar 

filament-loop is given by the expression: 

where r. is the mean radius of the loop, and r b  is the cross-s ecti 

This equation is accurate when r, is significantly larger than r b .  

in units of Henrys. 

onal radius of the conductor. 

The inductance is measured 

A.2 Mutual Inductance Between Two Loops 

Figure A-1 shows a diagram of two CO-planar loops. 

Loop 2 

Loop 1 

Figure A-1, Two coplanar loops 

If the two loops are coaxial (d = O), and separaîed by a distance h, the mutual-inductance 

between loops 1 and 2 is given by the formula: 



where r, and r2 are the radii of the two loops, K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the 

first and second kind, respectively, and k is the eliiptic integral parameter: 

4r1 r2 
(r, + r,)' + h' 

If there is sorne radial displacement d between the axes of the two loops, the mutual 

inductance can be determùied (see Kim et al. [271) using the formula: 

where 

rf = ,/(- cos#+d)\+r2 sinf12 (A.6) 

The mutual inductance is dso measured in Henrys. The sign of the mutuai inductance 

depends on whether the magnetic flux is additive or subtractive. If the current is defined as 

positive in the clockwise direction for both loops 1 and 2, then the magnetic flux ad&, and 

the mutual inductance is positive. Otherwise, the mutual inductance is negative. 

A.3 Details of the Coupled-Circuits Method 

It was rnentioned in Chapter 3 that the coupled-circuits method can be used to determine 

the current distribution on the surface of the levitating load. It was s h o w  that the 

electromagnetic problem is described by the system of equations derived using Kirchoff s 

voltage law. 

VI = M M 1  (0 (A.7) 

where {Y) is the column vector representing the applied voltage to each element, [M] is the 

inductance rnatrix, containing the self and mutuai inductance tems, and (4 is the column 

vector representing the current flowing through each element. In order to solve for the 

unknown cments (1) in the context of this thesis, some manipulation must be perfomed. 

The voltage vector ( V) c m  be broken up into two sub-vectors. Let {Yc} represent the 



applied voltage for each coil element. Let { Vr} represent the applied voltage to each load 

element. Each load element is a short circuit, therefore al l  terms of IVr) are zero. 

The same procedure c m  be followed for the current vector {o. Let { I , }  be the vector 

containing the current flowing through each coil element, and let {Ir} be the vector 

containing the current flowing through each load element. Ail coil elements are connected in 

series, and therefore carry the same current Ic. 

In a similar fashion, the inductance matrix can be broken up into four sub-matrices: 

Rewriting Equation A.7 using the sub-vectors and sub-matrices results in 

w here 

{VC}mI = 

d [Al,, - 

[cl,, = PlT 9 

Two matrix equations can be written in terms of the unknown vectors {Ic} and {Ir} : 

IV, 1 = jd@l- [WDI-' [ q ) ( ~  = {U (A. 10) 



{rd = <mC1 {Id (A. 1 1) 

Since al1 tems  of ilc} are identical, Equation A.7 can be M e r  simplified to: 

Kc 1 = W C  {Hl ,,, (A. 12) 

where the ith term of {EQ is the sum of all tems in the ith row of [a. 
The applied voltage to each element in the induction coil is not hown. However the 

total voltage applied tc? the induction c d ,  v, i ç  h o m .  The sum of the appkd vnltager !Q 

each loop must equal V. Thus, for a given applied voltage V, the current flowing through the 

induction coil is: 

(A. 13) 

Once Ic is determined, the current distribution in the load may be determined using 

Equation 3.26. 

A.4 Magnetic Flux Density and Magnetic Vector Potential 

For a single, current carrying loop, the radial and axial components of the magnetic flux 

density vector B (measured in Webers per square meter) at a point in space q(i-,z) may be 

determined using the equations (fiom Weber [28]): 

P I  - - 
Br (r, r )  = - K ( k )  + (A. 1 4) 

2~ rd-- (a  - r)' + z1 

(A. 15) 

where 1 is the current flowing in the loop, a is the radius of the loop, K and E are the complete 

elliptic integrals, and k is the eiliptic integral parameter given by: 

The magnetic vector potential produced by a current carrying loop has only one 

component, which is in the angular or 4 direction. This cari be determined using the 

formula: 



(A. 1 7) 




